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I feel enormously privileged to have been close to her, firstly
through the womens group and then later on becoming a special friend.
I cannot begin to describe what she gave to me, I only know that from
her I have a greater understanding of all things and that will last
for the rest of my life. She was a truly good woman - gentle, sincere,
compassionate, powerful and very very beautiful in the true sense of
that word. So great was her committment to the survival of our planet
and so deep her belief that World Peace will come about through the
will of ordinary people like ourselves. Andy believed passionately
in the power within each of us to effect change, she was a living
model of just how possible it is to assert ourselves gently yet power
fully,
Andy spent 28th-3Ist September with me and other members of our
peace group supporting the last Greenham action, knowing that she was
to be admitted into hospital on 1st C.ctober for her third cancer oper
ation. It was only a lump. 'When the lump was detected during a
routine check up two weeks earlier Andy felt shocked and angry that
this body she was taking such good care of should let her down.
However, her confidence slowly grew, her fears lessened and when she.
left me at the station it was with the quiet confidence of one who
was about to give birth rather than someone about to undergo a major
operation.
On Wednesday 3rd October she was comfortable after her operation.
On Thursday 4th October, she was dead. Dead because of an
undetected brain tumour which haemorrhaged. A tumour which remained
undetected despite having had a headache for four months, despite
voicing her fears to her doctor that it may be linked in some way to
her cancer.
I was at her home looking after her children, Polly (eight years)
and Toby (two years), when the telephone rang and I heard that messageso final - so unnacceptable to my ears - to my heart - to my very soul.
I remember shouting out my defiance against.this huge injustce as if
my anger and non-acceptace could wipe it all out. Here, all around
me was evidence of her life, her children, her clothes, her books, her
records, her smell.
I don’t remember much about those first terrible days except the
pain of loss and of course the tears. We were all swimmers in a great
sea of grief. The waves would come and go but never leave us completely
Feelings of hopelessness and helplessness were intensified by a lack
of purpose. However, those feelings gradually changed. I don’t know
how or when but they have changed. Perhaps it is meeting our feelings
which allows us to accept them. There is no easy way to accept death
but that acceptance must be helped by expressing our feelings freely
and truly, for experiencing our feelings is vital to the healing process
There is no way to avoid them. There is no way of avoiding the
lonliness of loss, for if we did not care for others deeply we would
not experience grief. "Let there be lonliness for where there is
lonliness there is also love, and where there is suffering there is
also joy." (Clark Moustakas)

through Andy wc car. Isarn to 5±ve and give and then give a li e tie
mere,7 working' for pea. ce with renewea energy ana vigour.
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Ours is now a sacmes s whicn oarely ooscures a celeoration
of tne legacy of ner uife: each one of us knows what we have
individually gained. Collectively we have inherited a
redouoled strength ana power to light for Peace ana to
reacn out for ana to give Love, nndy, - we are holding On
ana Holding Out.

Andy is not gone from us, - sne is with us now, and ’"ill be
witn us ail for ever in tne Spirit that is universal, and
in tne spirit tnat was is, and will always be Andy; and you
can’t kill the Spirit. She is lixe a mountain - Old and
Strong’. She goes on and on and on.
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Imagine 20 women working on a quilt, a patchwork quilt, chatting
singing, passing thread, thimbles and needles.
A feminine activity that
has a long history in America, and for centuries women have been involved in
the arts of spinning and quilting.
But the gathering of women I attended
in Boise, Idaho, this Spring, had a different focus, a new meaning.
The
quilt contained 30 squares, sewn from, drawings made by Soviet and American
children.
It was the °th quilt in a .series produced by Boise -/omen for
Theur
Peace and is to be presented to the Soviet Union by the women.
first quilt made in 1932 was given to the Russian people as an express ion
of the desire for friendship.

ity visit to the USA had a similar aim, forging links of friendship
I travel led.in America with Russian women
with Americans and Russians,
speaking of our desire for an end to the nuclear arms race, We had been
invited by Bothers for Peace in Washington, Denver and Idaho.

With the re-election of President Reagan since my trip the urgency
of such work of breaking barriers of fear and building understanding
As Europeans
between ordinary people in Russia and America is paramount.
we are poised between the two super-powers and v /e can per hap s forge 1i nks between .people; specially between mothers, who share a common desire to
preserve the future for their children.
a

The quilting session in Boise might appear to be no more than a
sewing bee but I think the v/ornen there are not naive, for them the
work has a conscious symbolism.
The needle and thread mends what i s
torn, joins what is separated - the women create a brightness and beauty
that is new.
This is then a gift to the Russian people, to the enemy in
cur target zones.
This exoression cf care and creativity clearly impressed the
Russian women of their hosts genuine committment to friendship and under
standing.
As we travelled together, hatasha, from Leningrad, a lecturer,
with two sons- and Gulnora, from Tajikistan, a teacher, and mother of two
girls, we felt the irrelvance of the great ideological divisio ns. We
talked of our children, cur ideas cf education.
We shared a curiosity
about our experiences, an awareness of subtle diferences of response and
outlook - not the clear cut distinctions of British and Russian ideologies.
We also became a group - I was trusted to negotiate v/i th our over enthusiastic
hosts about their tight scheduling.

The three of us showed a similar, perhaps reserved temperament.
The Americans were more open, warm and I had never before been so hugged
by strangers, and given so many tokens of friendship.
We were affected
* and relaxed by this and it spilled over into our relationship with each
other.

6

Our motivations for making the trip make interesting comparisons,
iiy family had lost both maternal and paternal grandfathers in the tv/o world
v/ars - my parents lost their new home in the London Blitz and my cradle
had been splattered with glass from* shattered windows.
Yet the images of
that war are not around to remind us of the suffering and they were not
the mainspring of my motivation for peace - my involvement sprang from a
sense of the horror of nuclear weapons, their deadly ability to scar future
generations when the reasons for the war have been resolved.
People are
still dying in Hiroshima today
long after the v/ar.

For Natasha, from Leningrad, the last v/ar is a constant presence
in war memorials and ceremonies.
women place food on the graves of those
who died during the 200 days siege of hunger. Natasha's grandmother died
of hunger during that time in Leningrad.
Invading German armies had
annihilated entire towns - 2,000 Byelorussian villages were burned down
and there^mariy concentration camps on Russian soil.
In contrast Britain
had not been invaded.
Tt was an awareness of the fear of invasion which
motivated Natasha's work in the Soviet Peace Committee.

I he Americans have nor L-cen invaded since the Eighteenth Century
and World War 2 seems remote from their th in1, inc.
The Americans we met
expressed guilt about war - their country’s involvement in Vietnam and
for some their fear that the USA would jet more deeply involved in the
Centra 1 American issues and put down the democratic country of i: i caragua.
We felt their sense of shame when -.we visited the R.cnument to the Vietnam
dead in V,ashington
the black stone carved v/ith thousands upon thousands
of names and the visitors openly weeping as they tried to find the name of
a relative.
So many died for bankrupt ideals.
So our preoccupations within the terms ’war and peace were
influenced by our different sense of history, these differences bet we e n
gradually focusing and clarifying throughout the trip.

The clearest and simplest impression of the difference between
Russians and Americans we met on this trip was perhaps best characterized
by the concept of community for the Russians, and i nd i v i due 1 i sm. for the
Americans.
It is one thing to gain an abstract and indirect notion of this
throuan received ideas of these two cultures, cuite
another to experience
I
I
it by observing the way Russians and Americans saw* life.
9

ihe Russians asked to visit Day Care Centres, hospitals and were
upset by the way hospitals charged 750 dollars a cay for care - all medical
facilities are free in the Soviet Un ion’, and rood health is seen as the
responsibility of the community not the ability of the individual to pay.
They were amazed at. the cost of some private junior schools - 3,COG dollars
a year.
Gulnora was especially surprised at the informality and casual
way teachers and pupils addressed each other and their informal clothing.
She was also amazed at< the individua1isic approach to the curriculum - in
the Soviet Union the curriculum is centrally controlled and is exactly the
sam.e for each pupil within an age band.
C.ulnora also felt that peace studies
should be on the curriculum - a subject unknown in the areas we visited.
The Americans we met felt it was their right as democratic
citizens to be very critical of their government, whereas the Russian women
were reluctant to criticise their own government.
This might be seen as
fear of dissent, and whilst the r<± is some truth in this, their reluctance
is also a strong
loyalty to the patriots who died in the last war and the
sense of b eing a victim of world criticism - especially in the Vettern press.

American history is cne of individualistic pioneering and
value is placed on personal initiative rather than community action. Govern
ment is still seen as an impediment to initiative wheras the Russians viewed
the State as a source of good to curb individualistic excesses and private
gain.
Both then are loyal to their country’s values, and such experiences
as we shared suggest that the possibility of each culture having validity
within its ov/n history - but the cold war has Frozen natural responses and
feelings, denied the possibility of nriDral responses and feelings, denied
the possibility cf curiosity and comprehension.
Values and attitudes
that perhaps night never sit entirely comfortably together are exaggerated
tc simple caricature and set in implacable opposition.
These children’s drawings from America and Russia that form the
basis of the new Boise guilt, even they reflected different qualities
and interests - but they are part of the new quilt, they enhance one another
do not clash.

It still has force for me as a symbol of the trip I made, though
it would be naive to underestimate the forces ranged against such direct
small scale attempts at friendship and understanding.
So I remain grateful
for the one thing the Russian and American mothers gave me, and each other,
renewed hope.

for Peace - Coordinator Pat Dale, 33 Gledhov: Wood Grove,
LS2, INZ.
Please write for literature and membership.
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SENECA Womens Camp
The Seneca Women1 s Encampment for a Future of Peace ana' Justice
is on a long country road that winds 'through strawberry fields and small
towns with small stores, American flags, and people sitting on front steps*
In the middle of this farming country which looks so*lush is the Seneca
Army Depot, a storage place for US Cruise missiles and the neutron bomb.

The Seneca Women's Encampment appears as a flash of signs,
banners, and a white house under trees with a barn painted multi-coloured
with a giant spider web on one side.
Along the side of the house there
is a child care area, and a giant parking lot.
The Feminist anti-mi 1itarist movement has crown at a remarkable
rate in the last few years with roots in
movement and the
direct action pacifist community.
;t has
s decentra1isec and
uses symbols and images from the ever/day 1 ives cf women and tactics of
non-violent direct action,
We have taken our private pain and' put tnem
in public places - photograph s, clothes, pillows with c-ur nichmares written
on them.

The Seneca Camo opened or, July
IS 3 anc actions happened daily;
on the weekend cf August
thousands of /omen converged on the encampment
for the laroest action cf the summerAbout L,cc women walked from
Seneca Falls carrying the messages and faces of the suffragists or. placards
In Waterloo they were met by an angry crowd, many cf them brandishing flags
on sharp sticks.
The women sat down in the street to decide what to co.
The Sheriff was unable or unwilling to disperse the crowd, and he told the
women to take a diferent route.
Finally after several hours of negotiation
the seated women were arrestee fc-r disturbing the peace
After this
confrontation a dialogue was opened up between women at the Camp and the
townspeople, and among townspeop 1 e‘thernsel ves.
*

1

1

to do with the explicit camp message - peace, freedom and no mi ss i1es in
Europe - than they did with the women's culture expressed at the camp,
Lesbians play ed a strong and a very visible role and for a time townspeopl
had more to say about their objection tc*lesbians than about their position
on disarmament.
Seneca was an attempt to provide a women's utopia, a free
safe space for women to be themselves and develop a feminist culture and a
vision of living in opposition to all forms cf militarism.
Some Seneca critics have argued that Seneca took on too much.
Some women worry about feminist energy being drained f rom lone time women's
service projects like peace work, and some leftist act ivists have cr i t i see
the multi-issue counter cultural er.phas i s and visible lesbian presence as unaffordable luxuries.
It seems to me that feminism as a philosphy and a movement is
at the crossroads.
Seneca is located at that crossroad.
Can feminism be a
movement of all women without invalidating
the experiences
and concerns of
•
I
some women?
If we are to have such a movement, what is to be the relation-’
ship between Third World Women and White Women sett in; the agenda for the
movement?
The fact is a 11 of us experience patriachal oppression
differently and perhaps tl • c*:t Seneca was about the confrontration not only
with external oppression, but with ourselves.
f
-1
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Mothers for Peace was the idea of two elderly 1/cmen, Lucy and Marion,
Lucy, lost the chance of
who live in a Quaker biome for the Elderly,
marriage in the aftermath of the slaughter of a generation of young men
She says that out of personal loss sprung a deep
in the First './or 1 d ’ .’a r.
to put
commitment to work for an end to war and
rI — her efforts into IoeaceTherefore, Mothers for Peace, is a small v/ay of making peace
mak i ng.
, especially mothers who share so many common bonds,
between ordinary/ people
i
«
to develop understanding beween the nations of the
and the first attempts
»
United States and the Soviet Union began w i t h j codw i11 visits by British
mothers in 1j3l.
Since then.-there have bean further visits to Russia and
other Eastern European countries.
s
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t
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In April of this year, Sally Drown > a Sheffield mother, and a fluent
Russian speaker, visited the Soviet Union with two other British mothers.
This is what Sally wrote on :her return: *
%

trip was good because it enabled me
For me the exp r i ence of th i s vrip
to confirm impressions
I had received from reading the Soviet press over the
«
indicated that things were not like the picture
last years, impressions ■
society in process of rapid change
'
d
gi ven by on r media•>, but L JGw L H i sc was
and development.
hot only had much uateriel progress oeen i;.-L.de since my 1
ucen greet gains
last sub stanti a 1 visit here i n 1234-5 but also there u
in self-confidence.
I ecu 1 c now see the early lf-cO's in their context
progress however, shou1d
____
_ .
r
ver' terrible
time.
T! II
as being the end of
i
I
norma
1
i
se
going
tc
Soviet
Union
was
net be taken to mean that the
until it beane ’just like us. 1 Any study oi Russian history would show that
On the
u..-- contrary,
v. u. z, there is much in our soc i etv4 whi ch
this could not be so.
wanted.
Trie
is and and has always been emphatically rejected, is net wanted,
longer we fail to understand this, and fail to understand the need felt
there ,to guard against the thrusts of an economic system which is by nature
anyth
i ng which it sees as a rival
aggressive and aimed at destroying anything
/
;, and the longer we fail to ask what things
the socialist system,
such
not like about us and are unready to face such quest ions , the
they
them with coenness and honesty, and the
1 ess
can expect to '
in the future.
stand to be the
more
I
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The joy of surprise, even conster• t:on , ?s that a 1 though the Soviet
peop1e are fully informed about the effects of nuclear war they do not 1i ve
in such fear of the future as we do. ’/hy is this? Are they too complacent,
In the first
and too bothered about the last war? The answer is complex.
place though they know that nuclear war is the end and do have a tremendous
concern to prevent it they also know, from their own past war experiences
that human beings are capab le of far greater feats of endurance and of
sacrifice than we, in our comfortable lives, can ever know about.

The Russian people have a great belief in the capacity of people
to do what is sensible, and to change their very nature.
The level of
optimism to which they aspire is a result of the vast changes which they
they have made in their own society during the present century. The
world vitally needs areas which can maintain such optimism and faith, or it
will destroy itself out of despair.

io

This gives them a greater belief in the capacities of people which extends
to a faith in the capability of humanity to do what is sensible, and to
chance their very nature
Tkc changes made in Russian society during
the present century conduce to a level of optimism to which v/e in the
The world vitally needs areas which can maintain
West simply cannot attain
such optimism and faith, or it will destroy itself cut of despiar.
—7

/

Whilst in may ways life in the Soviet Union has caught up with the
cencral
tenor of life in the West and one feels to be in a modern developed
w*
society (at least in the towns), nevertheless life does not move quite as fast
as in our society.
For instance in order to obtain an interview with us
of just a few minutes provincial journalists would take a whole day for this,
travel around with us, and get to know us first, which of course led to
a relaxed atmosphere during the interview. In general we are under pressure
to keep up a fast pace, to give
! udeements, quick answers. An
illustration of this difference
nu way crime is reported.
Our press
reports
the sensation and the processings wh:-.n folio v/.
The Soviet press
I
reports such things longer, afte the event, if it is considered v/o r t hv.’h i 1 e,
(i.e; instructive) with deeper and mere general reflections upon the whole
matter.
We use our enforced hastiness as a revuge from, deeper invo1 venent
with problems, both personal and universal.
•J i ! • •
»
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To me the Russians possess special nudities and abilities v.'h i ch
most other nations lack to some decree. These are the abilities to he open
to one another- to share problems
wonderful capacity for love- but
this love can only be ex tended tc those who can be completely trusts
The world needs qualities of this k i nd: but to enable them to reach the.
world a tremendous amount of work needs to be dons to change harmful and
hurtful attitudes coming from outside.
what car. we do to help this
orocess?
How can we get rid of that a 11 -too-frcuent
remarl;, "So you're
i
going to the Soviet Union.
Hope you cons bad;"? now do we persuade people
to think beyond this line, enable them to chance their percept io
Soviet reality today? how can we co this for people who in the
place cannot conceive of any reality other than their own and in
second place will not look for fear
chance
mir perceptions mirht have
fundamentally ?
I

I

I
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i'y own feeling is that we have to start wit’’ ourselves.
I am
convinced that there is no real ciforence bet eer. the stand we ta!ke persona11y
vis-a-vis other people and the stand we take together , so to speak
politically .
Therefore we have to bee i n at her;
with ourselves.
v /e i n Britain are unable to meet each other, to onen
upi and listen to c?ch
i
other, cither personally or as social groups, if we are unable to give
tine and attention to each other here how car.
can \we expect
to be successful
I
in becoming open
to far-off croups
which seem alien.
11 seems to me that
I
I
v/e should make use of our own personal interests to a creater
extent and cone
*r>
together more to learn about eachh other- then we can extend this in order
to reach out to groups in other countries with similar interests.
’
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Anybody who is interested in making use of the arts for a means
of gettino
to know Soviet III
people please write tc me.
music is my particular
*•'
art form.
Sally brown, 2, The. Fairway, Shef field, SIC MX
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The feminist Archive was established as a regional
and museum in 1272.

work of women

reference library

It is devoted to identifying, preserving and producing

to tell

erence and interests.

of women in society.

the story of women and to make it available for ref

it will assist the research and study of all aspects
The Feminist Archive is documenting the development

of the Women's Liberation Movement and maintains national and international

1 i nks.
The growth of the Feminist Archive is entirely dependent upon the

support of the people for whom it exists, as v/e are not able to buy material.
The Archive is the living memory of our history, our development and change.
It relies on the content and form of material women send.

The Archive intends to acquire complete sets -of periodicals and
newsletter s •

ca rly numbers of many are now out of print and it is only

through the cooperation of individuals that these sets nay be made up-.

Please

send the papers and leaflets of any conferences, events, meetings and actions
Pesters, badges, records, clothrrng, photographs, postcards and

you attend.

other ephemera are also important to a representative collection - especially

as much women's-work uses different forms than are traditiona11y preserved
i n libraries and museums, employing many different forms of res istance.

It is hoped that women will donate these items when they no lorn er have a
personal use.

Please remember to put the year on all

ation is easily lost.

items as this inform-

Also please be sure to indicate any restrictions you

wish to place on the availability of any of the material you donate, particu-

larly if it is for the useof women only.
Material

in any language or medium is welcome.

If you send photo

copied material please use a machine which dry copies, as these produce more

readable and long lasting prints.

The Archive has access to a dry copier,

for copying of material, the original or the copy of which can be returned
to you.

Postage and contributions for copying much appreciated.
The Feminist Archive is a registered Charity - Charity Number 252631

•

Anyone
which means that it can be used as a channel for research grants.
•
•
v/ishing to undertake a study project is encouragec to contact us at the
above address.

J

There is a tremendous amount of work to be done if we are to record
our own histories and maintain adequate records of the Women's Liberation*
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our identity and the growth of our consciousness and strength.

★SILVER SPIDERWEB EARRINGS.

£3.50 per pair, £1.75 single (£3.00 and

£1.50 to WFLOE network)

★SPIDERWEB ENVELOPE LABELS - £1.00 per 50, £1.75 per 100, £3.00/200

★ RECLAIM THE EARTH CARDS

Full colour. 5O.p each, £4.00 for 10

★RECORD SINGLE BY FRANKIE ARMSTRONG. 'Shall there be womanly times
£1 .00
All available from: Mary Upton, 1 Hamilton Terrace,
Shoscombe, Bath.
Tel: Radstock 34937

In response to our request for help with the increasing work-load
of coordinating the WFLOE network and magazine we have managed to

decentralise the coordination as follows:

Fund-rai sing i terns are now being handled by Mary Upton, address as above.
Printing and Distribution of the magazine

Linda Botteau-Jones,

Saron, Nr Caernarfon, Gwynedd LL54 5UL

Tel: Llanwnda 830827

General enqui ries:

Veronica Bennett, address as below.

Our advertisement rates
are: (negotiable!)

Full page ............... £40
WOMEN for LIFE on EARTH

Half page............... £22

2 Bramshill Gardens,
London, NW5 1JH

Quarter page ........... £12
Eighth page ...........£7

Tel: 01 272 3^9

Sixteenth page ... £4
Cheques payable to
Women for Life on Earth

GREENI1AM - 10 DAY ACTION
Cur rrome Women’s Croun went to Greenham on the last weekend oF the
September 10-day action.
This called on women to withdraw support
from a world dominated by aggression.
On the Friday evening it was agreed to have an action at S,pm
at the Orang<gate.
A great amount of noise was made with spoons
and pans as a diversion tactic for women to go over the fence if they
wished to.
We started walking around the perimeter fence enjoying the be
draggled state of the wire and hoping the occupants inside would
realise that their defences of the cruise missiles would not keep out
unarmed women.

In a dark corner Andy, Debbie and myself st arted unpicking the fence
after having seen a very smartly dressed woman take cut 3-foot wire
cutters from inside her coat and snap through a whole length of fence.
As we were working an M.O.D. Officer from inside shone his torch on us
V.'e cot such a friaht that we crawled into a wood and hid behind some
ferns and stinginn nettles. Then we realized how absurd we were’
because the Off7cer was behind the wire and could not ^et near us.
However we ran avay down the road and after a while I turned back to
find that Ancy and Debby had returned back to fence and were crouching down
busy at work again.
-J

•J

I have my most vivid memory of Andy and Debby as they were
lit up by the yellow lights inside the wire, and I thought how brave
they were and how great it was to be with them. I joined them again.

Suddenly we heard people rushing towards us and torches swinging
we started running with fright but a policeman grabbed my arm. The
M.O.D. Officer identified me as.been seen at the fence and the police
said they were arresting me. Andy and Debbie clung to me,’ but the
police pushed
them away and said I was going with them alone.
I was extremely frightened. They drove me to the police station.
I was marched down long dingy corridors and through clanking locking
doors.
I was taken into a small room where a woman police officer
did a quick check of my pockets and patted down my arms and legs.
A male policeman then made me empty my pockets to take all my personal
effects away - I only had a lighter and necklace.
They wanted
to take my mother’s wedding ring from my finger but I resisted this.
I was then marched along more corridors and through more doers
that clanged and locked behind me.
I was locked in a cell and my
boots taken from me.
It was cold.

The cell 'was sickly cream , the door had a peep hole in it.
I
on a long wooden bench .
I could not see out as the only window had
thick glass and was high up in the wall.
I was there for a very long time - ages.
I had to fight off
waves of claustrophobia, and realised hov/ unprepared I was for this.
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I wanted to do a pee - I kept ring inc the bell and shout inc, hut no-one
carae.
I hadnt intended to be in the
clutches of the police and I felt
•>
truly terrified.
I know many of the Greenham lor.-en are go inc throuch
so much but I was net really/ »rrenared
for this unexpected event.
a
«

' 'hi 1 e I was feeling extremely bleak bavins ueen left alone for such
a lone tine
suddenly heard the Trone women ca1in :w ■ my/ name from cutside the
window.
It
s sc wonderful to hear them. They ;.ac cl imbed around the Lack
and were risking
ncH--' arrest triers
tl
elves in do inc sc. They promisee' to writ for
me although it must have beer,
I
I was tremendously comforted
about 2.30. ar:.
to know they were close by.
Eventually, I was allowed to go to the loc where
a policeman stood outside the curtain and a pel I ceran cuffaw inc said " Has
she shit her pants then?1
•Ji

-J
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•
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«
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I came out through the curttin there
round crinn inn and I saw a photographer poised
quickly turned my head away and realised I was
I felt sc- cfmh of the no
me to stand still
i

k

policemen standing
photograph.
I
they did not tell
d have done anythin^.

S

•J

I was then tai'er. to
a mattress end on the wall
women
The messages made

end cell and it was more comfortable with
wonderful messages scratched by Crecnham
1 less alone.

I V.’C s
At seme stare
o u t and asked fc
*'
few minutes in r
•tcl.d I would need to wa i t
there for another two hours terere
was taken L
who snarled that 1 was a stu: id worn
who wasnt i
bother of prosecutin- and I was set
ree to co wi
who were still wa i t i rm ou t s i cic.

aternent and was
.
I was actually
the Superintendant
words worth the
beautiful friends

and tr.e power they have over
s outs id a all night arguing my
po1i ce die riot have a shred

I feel very afraid o
our lives.
Had I not had
case I v/ould have been Icept
I
evidence against ne>
—

*

1

a

On Saturds
the nirhtmare of
’•>r*
Hp 1 r pnr.+•
shine, when at
tall sense of * ' own frailty and
was one of the most phenomenal
5 I
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revious night diminished in the
tior..
during the Joint act i on I
ruaev in the face of the nol I ce
ces I have ever had
a

/

a

V.e startec' the action Kv/ rockin- the fence ver'/ nearh' dri ngi ng it down.
.'ore and more women gathered c t the cate, rnakinc
i
e trencncous noise v.e i 1 i n;c and
whooping.
ThThe atr.ospherc was electric, the rc
• 1 i ce were act i n<Wi very a 1 a reed
running frantically along tSc
n sudeer.lv/ tnrcurh
the most beautiful
w- ’
communication we all sat down
L
a long silence we began to
wolF-whistle
the Irish Guards who Il C. V come
m. that dav. be followed t his by a
dance and we all 1i nkec err.; s I n rci
ch went
C DEicl; from the
wi re end the a 1 a rwed pc lice di d not
hew to
suer. "a i ty.
Following thi s we made c > tL rericndoi's
c a o. a i r. >
must lie, ve thought
the banshees had co 11 acted outs i cie
a tes cf
Then all v/as silent
b'c sat down arid oently san *7 11 ; f
S a v i n ■Chance
/
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Waves or instant corr.iun i catior went on <•
hens idle to one policeman who demanded to know
was telling us to do these
in' s.
U I

i

*
I
I

I —
. . I . V

evening and i t \ .'C s
ou r

i

f

It was wonderful to be there that night w i t h dll
the women kno-'inr we are canab1e or such subtle ana
powerful co-operation and commur. i cat iora.
Let
us grow' - let us join hand s wi th all our si stors
anc brothers in this world and rid it of the
horrors which ravage it.

PEACE PROTEST CALL
Total arrested

Greenham
l?o?
London
47o
Leeds
IC2
A Iconbury - 1' > 0
Glasgow
11
Sculthorpe + r
Watton
4.Z.

IG

to date

Uc. and <ire
August - Sentember
September
August
August
September/October
October
i lev ember

If ftey’dl

of teve. tix- eM

cv - er

bone so long
lab

Would

todt ^ou.

Ln

*Q_y

cams my love

your

trusting

oing~«l

angles up $£

t

flie. wiSi eyes so

bri —

gVrt

aod.

I

>«ncw tt's

V
Would -the cold orey (World grew warm again,
would -the wind ublow away our pain
could ow hearts embrace the emptiness
could we ever be the. Same
oh. no - dh no

Rjst

■too

late

"(hej U. ad desire^ dte wodd far you.
We wdl. maKe. them sct.y^^e^
and. this awy world will find, peace.
. 7
at lasl
no rnore misery
oh no-'-'oh no7

•» • • a •
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As women we are working for peace. We are powerful people.
We can stop Cruise and all the other wicked weapons of war
from destroying this planet. Therefore we must take care of
our bodies - we need them to be as strong and healthy as
possible in order to keep working for peace.

We have the right to cervical smear tests when we feel that
we need them.

Having worries about our health, we should be firm with our
doctors and ask for tests and examinations until we are
really satisfied with the treatment we are receiving.
We must all learn how to do breast self-examinations, and
perform them regularly.
Sensible diet, fresh air, and exercise not only helps to
keep us healthy, it also keeps us mentally and physically
in tune with our world.

We have wonderful, miraculous bodies
the love and respect they deserve.

let’s treat them with
*

.

BlnTH CONTROL BY OBSERVING NATURAL CYCLES

Lifespan Community Collective Ltd.

1983

- oOp

For those of us who have become disillusioned with chemical or mechanical
methods of birth control available, here is a booklet which describes a
healthier approach to contraception. At the same time as being aware of ourcyclical patterns biologically and emotionally, it encourages us to feel
positive towards our bodies and take charge of our health
—

•. X * ■* • X
• *

»

The main strength of the book lies in its readability; there has been a real
effort to promote understanding, and the. the illustrations and charts clearly
reinforce the methods available.
‘
*111 “

Of particular interest was the subject on ’Position of Cervix' in. relationship " f
to the changes in hormones through the menstrual cycle.

‘

III

CY7

lZ£

Though this booklet is overall well presented, it requires the person to be
disciplined and motivated in this daily routine. I would like to add that the^ f<? T
author of this book has not made any comment on the reliability pf this metnod\E
*

• * * *
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I recently attended a seminar in Bristol on the theory and practice
of Homeopathy.
It takes no persuasion to convice me that a holistic
approach to health and the principles which lie behind it. are the right
ones.
Homeopathy is an effective system of healing which stimulates
the bodies' natural tendency to cure itself. It recognises that symp
toms of all ill-health are expressions of disharmony within the person
and the failure of the persons constitution to adapt to changes/stresses
within his/her environment.
Disease is a disharmony of our whole
being, one part cannot be effected without the others, one cannot
separate the physical from the emotional and mental states-i.e.: the
hoii stic approach.

In homeopathic terms health equals vital force, zest for life,
energy, adaptability and harmony. The homeopath helps the patient
to achieve a potential of vital health, by stimulating the bodies
immune systems, assisting the patients own healing power.
The homeo
path applies the v/ay of similars.
For example, in the case of insomniathe way of opposites is to treat sleeplessness by giving a drug to bring on
artificial sleer?, often involvinc large doses which can cause side effects
or addiction. The way of similars, is to give the patient a minute dose
of a substance which, in lame doses causes • sleeplessness in a
healthy person,
because of the minute dose no side effects or addiction
result. The smaller the substance the more potent the remedy.

The Allopathic or conventional'approach tc health is that of the
masculine, aggressive, getting rid of signs of illness by an intensity
of stimu1i which in turn createside effects anc imbalance within the
system - thus creating more disease by using drug therapy.
Recent
we have witnessed dramatic growth in scandals surrounding th
the pills we :.re given.
Preventive medicine is lacking in the allo
path i c/conven t iona 1 approach.
It is detrimentaito the bodies' system
to suppress illness which will express itself at a later cate, in some other
form., pathological or physical.
For example, there are instances of
excema which when treated with allopathic or conventional creams re-emerges
as forms of asthma.

Clearly drug therapy has been an inspiration in the fight against
illness, and Western medicine can claim success in both acute and chronic
disease.
However, rarely mentioned in Western medicine is the relation
between dysfunction and mental and emotional states. In the light of this
we should examine the meaning of health and what it involves. One conclus
ion is that drugs are not safe and should only be used as a last resort.
•
Sources Homeopathy Simply Explained, pub_..Soeiety of Homeopaths. 1283.
Article by Simon Eeles (Practitioner of Homeopathy) May 'Traces' 198^.
Further Reading Homeopathy^ Medicine of the Hew Han by George Vithoulkas
The Science of Homeopathy by Geroge Vithoulkas : rub. Grove Press.
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When first light comes unannounced - as if slipping in through
a half open door in the eastern sky - day has already begun for women
living on the hic-h plateau above the river. • It is mid-Fetruary and the
rains are due any time now: people start work early to compensate for the rest
List spirals up from the
period during the hottest part of the day.
river below the sound of frogs*, creaking and burp inc like mud pools enact inc
a p r i mo r i a 1 rite of creation is abruptly silenced for another twelve
Pink rays of light stroke the sub-scorched landscape, touch
hours span.
ing mud huts under conical roofs, sharp against the sky as young upturned breasts.
Leaning against the smooth elephant grey bark of a
I wait for another day to
cJant baobab tree - rooted in anticuity unfold.
•

I

Despite the changes com inc to much of rural Africa, the daily
Diesel
rhythm of essential tasks has probably altered little in centuries.
trucks ply between major towns on asphalt roads as witnesses to progress.
But in many areas, only the successful (those lucky enough to have education
and an opportunity to find work) ride bicycles, anc most people walk from
place to place.
In front of me, a web of narrow pathways - ribbons of yellow
sand made by countless passing feet - link the villages across the
plateau, and as the sun rises sway inc figures apnear - women on
their way to the well.
They come singly, and in twos and threes, their
I hear laughter
containers on their heads and babies bound to their backs.
as they greet each other, and behind them smoke rises from the embers they
fanned into life before coming to the wel1.
♦

The sight of the v/omen or children carrying water is such a part of
A w i ner i an
i fe anc fertility,
rural Africa that the very act stands for 1
life
proverb says, in defence of savin
savingr the life of a mother rather than her
I'it
• . •IS
better for the water tc be spilled than the pot
new-born child that
For me, however,
broken,1
as a sound pot can always return to the water .
watching those v/omen at the v/ell.
v/ell, illustrates the hard life of v’omeri in
fural Africa today.
South of the Sahara, women still do 60 to CL percent
of all agricultural work a nc produce virtually all the foot for their own
families.
I

/

Here, on the plateau, there is a pastoral v/ay of life, herding goats
and cattle - the long legged, long eared and
long-horned variety!
The river helps people in may v/ays, p rov i d i ng *fi sh to eat and sell, driftwood,
washing facilities and an opportunity to operate a local ferry service.
by dug-out canoe.
Herding livestock and fishing are almost exclusively
male activities.
Both sexes launder although women usually wash family
clothes while men gain a small income from washing clothes for other people.
Here women are freed from some of the daily tasks that exist in many
rural areas, in the Third World.
Only the poor in the Vest are still engaged
in hard physical chores.

In other parts of Africa many women are sometimes subsistance farmers,
raising crops to feed the family, and selling any surplus in the local
market.
A woman subsistance farmer normally cultivates crops, whilst
bearing and raising children, and maintaining her house and compound.
A typical day ls work might include the following-/
rising at or before dawn to walk to and work in, the fields before the
sun gets too hot.
Cultivating, planting anc weeding by hand, using traditional tools.
Collecting water for washing, cooking and drinking.
Collecting and carrying firwood.
Collecting and carrying locally available materials for food, fencing
and household repairs.
Pounding yams, manoic, corn and nrindinc crain and other basic
food stuffs.
Keeping the compound clean and cook inc with traditional equipment over
open fires.
Kaki no and maintaining clothes and houshold goods.
At first sight it seems as »f
And what of the men in country areas?
they mainly pray for their households (if they are Moslems), attend
___ consume their local
men’s meetings, smoke, gamble, entertain, and prepare and
bananas.
brew made from natural sources such as palm sa p, millet, honey or bananas,
To be fair, they maintain hut roofs, and may do other carpentry tasks,
depending on the local economy, sone may farm', hunt, fish or even work
But my overall impression is that women do most
in a nearby settlement.
Indeed, men readily acknowledge the important
of the work in rural
areas.
The proof lies in the traditional payments
contribution that women make.
in some societies, of compensatory gifts to the bride's family by the
prospective husband, and in the provision for several wives (a still
widespread practice) so as to ensure an economically secure future.
1

Not surprisingly, children snare the burden of woman's work of time
consuming chores from an early age, and the partnership between man and
wife is essentially an economic one.
As a young man said to me one
day "We Africans have little time for love and romance in marriage."
Many people still hold that child-bearing is a woman's basic role, and claim
that their children are an -insurance against hardship in later life.
Gn
the other hand”z, brinninc- upI children is also the main area in which women
may dssert their own rights.
Traditionally, if a particular society
requires a woman to marry and move into a man's family group, she may
not only have to cope with the mother-in-law's hut next door, but also
other wives, unfamiliar customs and a different language in a new area.

Yet traditionally it is also common for women to conduct most of the
market trade. ’..here they are active in the economy, taking produce to
local markets and trading , women are gradually asserting themselves and
mak ing their voices heard on issues affecting their communities.
This seems tc me to be crucial in the development of an African
movement for women’s rights, They may not face the inequality imposed
I jz _ • r o r 1
Victorian
attitudes
towards
the
and
i a I rer
by the legacy of Puritanism,
I
have no choice but tc do hard physical labour
sex and ’weaker1 sex.
i
.te and they receive no special, differential
both within and cutside
the violent struaale among those pushing
treatment to spare them
truck or swaying ferry boat.
and fichtino to board a
♦

that campaiencrs
in the Western
Some of the so-called r rivilenes
—r,
I
world are strivine for are African womens activities through necessity already,
through their role in the economy and the common struggle for survival.
oncressive!
Yet this very equality is oppressive!
Until
theyr can be liberated from the
• I
■
family with work inside and beyond the home dual pressures of cambimihg fanily
legal and social responsibilities that women in more developed countries
□re actually seeking to attain - there will be no real sexual -equality in
rural Africa.
4

/

Is there an answer to this paradox'? Can techno 1ogi ca1 deve1 opment
and labor-savinc rdevices,
’--?
.which »have actually liberated women from some
domest i c servitude elsewhere, help women in Africa? Gut where country •
faming - based on food crops and female
areas are develooi i ng , subs i
cash crocs
often for a d i stant market.
labour is chancing to lame
I
chinerv and manage the lamer fams.
Ven, not women, operate the
marly derives
indemendcnce
anc income ferrn^
si
U. ■
Vomen arc 1 o I i I •>>• lii *4
I
face heavier work on the new intensively
from their own farm and tra
tic roles and
i ntaining their domestic
run rams and plantations, hi 1 s
Areatens further
“zmic growth acually threatens
fam i1y cultivat ion plots. Godern e Conor.
rather than
oppress ion, by increasing the unskilled work of women, rath
giving them more time for their own welfare and ecuation and that of the i r
hat technology brings access to so i1 fert i1i zers
It is ironic that
ch i1dren.
s i on! Econcmi c progress will only
provision!
more quickly than improved social provi
lessen sexual inequality if better medical and educational amenities
__ of
_f these women.
Support should be given
can be introduced into the lives
women
to local iniatives, together with small-scale and inexpensive technology,
Given the opportunity, I wonder, could the rural African women build on
the strength of her’ traditiona1 importsince, and attain greater equality
than these who are still attempting to prove their worth in more developed
societies?
w'
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Here on the plateau, the erly morning suns! line has grown more
I shift position
conf i dent, and already burns fiercely in a clear blue sky
under the twisted branchess of the baobab tree, and look up at three sacred
i bi ses ci rcling overhead.

I imagi ne
The wel 1 is deserted now in the shimmerinc landscape
hew water pumps , power-driven mills and solar stoves could t ra n s fo rm wome n 1 s
1ives on th i s plateau, As I ponder an unknown future, today’s certainty
makes itself heard ever /-where the sound of women pounding food, rhythmic
and constant, and still the heartbeat of rural Africa.
I

I
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In the recent past, much attention has been given to the ‘Palestinian question’. Politicians and researchers have
investigated the impact of the 1948 and 1967 wars, dispossession and dispersion of Palestinians all over the world, and
Israeli military occupation of the West Bank (WB) and Gaza Strip (GS), on life in general. Yet little attention has been
devoted to the problems of Palestinian women.

The situation of Palestinian women is essentially the
‘triple struggle' of many Third World women, against
imperialism (in the shape of Israeli Zionist occupation),
against poverty (essentially the class struggle) and
against oppression by men. On each of these three
levels there are active political and social organisations
resisting the oppression, all are organically linked to the
national struggle for self-determination in a State of
Palestine. All activities must be, and are, related to this,
as its relevance is obvious in all aspects of everyday life.
It is the solution to the continual expropriation of land, the
demolition of houses, the constant threat of harrassment,
arrest, house or body search by the Israeli defence force,
who are present everywhere. Yet like many oppressed
people throughout the world, Palestinian women realise
that change will come only through mobilising their own
efforts. The Palestine national struggle has been formally
organised since the 1920s and so too have women been
struggling since this time. In 1921 the first Palestinian
women’s organisation began in Jerusalem. Though very
little material exists today to shed light on how and why
these women began to organise it is clear that a major,
impetus was the overall national problem. Women were
actively involved in training and providing first aid to
Palestinian revolutionaries, in organising and taking part
in demonstrations and other activities directed against
the British Mandate Authorities.1 The 1948 Arab-Israeli
war and the resulting flood of refugees to various parts of
the Arab world, including the WB and GS, led women to
organise into charitable societies which turned to the
relief rather than the solution of problems.
When the 1967 Arab-Israeli war led to military occupa
tion of the WB and the GS by Israel, women’s charitable
societies began to adopt new roles, based on the
emerging needs of a society under occupation. This led
to a qualitative change in the women’s movement in the
1970s, at a time when women’s aspirations were being
mobilised all over the world in feminist organisations. It
was reflected in the adoption of literacy programmes,
vocational training and the creation of committees for the
preservation of heritage and culture.
Their success has been limited by the occupation, but
also because of the structure and nature of the organisa
tions themselves. The philanthropic origins are still
reflected in their work today. They support prisoners and
their families, give women the capacity to produce and
earn an income to maintain their families, and generally
help to sustain the Palestinian society, though not to
change it. They do not challenge social relations within
the society, and do not go beyond the role that is
imposed on women by an Islamic society and the
general domination of men’s ideology over women. This
rather limited outlook did not satisfy the younger, more
educated and politically motivated women, and a new
more radical phase in the women’s movement de
veloped.

In 1978 the Women’s Work Committee was set up in
Ramallah, a town in the WB. The perspective of their work
was not charitable, but more directed towards the
building of a united, mass-based women’s movement,
including uniting women actively in the defence of the
Palestinian people's national rights. This and other new
committees are more democratic and less centralised
than the charitable societies. They work primarily from
local groups in towns, villages and refugee camps, from
the roots up. This new organisational and structural
framework allows for the representation of the needs and
aspirations of women from all sectors of society. There
are now four different women's committees working in
the occupied territories, the committees are esentially
split along political lines, reflecting the structure of the
PLO. The success of the women’s committees is exem
plified by the 150 women’s centres that have been
established since 1978, the kindergartens, literary clas
ses, English and Arabic classes, political lectures, health
lectures, health clinics in the centres, ‘medical days’ ...
The work is growing and spreading - 1982 saw the first
magazine published called Voice of Women. Since 1982
the Working Women’s Union (based in Jerusalem) has
succeeded in convincing more than 100 factories and
institutes to consider March 8 and May 1 as paid official
holidays for all women workers!
The women are restricted by the Israeli military
authorities, centres are ransacked, women arrested and
tortured, and belongings confiscated. But the women
also face financial difficulties, all the funds are raised by
themselves. Therefore if anyone is interested in more
informaticn about women in Palestine, or in raising funds
for future projects such as a women’s workshop to make
furniture and toys for the kindergartens, nurseries,
healthcare ... please contact:
Sara Gowen
51 St Johns Road
Clifton
Bristol BS8 2HG
1. Britain had mandate over Palestine from 1918 until the State
of Israel was unilaterally declared in 1948.
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“AD-LIBBIN&'
“Most days J’ r.i ad-libbing I cont follow the script I used to
The words of a woman in "Towards a Mew Psychology of Women by Jean baker
Miller.
The scripts we □cruire from childhood have embedded in them the
rules of behaviour and the concocts and language v/e use. but recently
women involved in the oeaco end ecological movements have begun to reof the world and recreate
assess their old taken for granted perceptions
I
I
their own scripts
However, becom i nc involved in new activities acquiring new knowledge
involves painful self-der ihitions and conflict with the overall values and
structures within sccietv . The conflict arises because the dominant
grouo
w*
* in society/ whether its scminanco is based upon caste, race, class
cr sex, defines the ro i es ano tasks of the subordinate nrom.
■.omen have always been a subordinate'youw
I and their character traits have
been defined by men as b e i n dependent, weak, vulnerable and over emotional,
Men as the dominant group have defined their own characteristics as physical
and moral strength, inde?encence ci thought and action and the ability to
be rational rather
I
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Fhe relations’'.i :■
can men and women has not been one of ecua 1i ty
c r1 character
sinee men have cornereo g.:e market of the so -called 1 suoeri
*
In consequence hum an experience has been divided uo* and those parts
traits,
•
men end women ere
ass i gned to women are seen r c inreriecr and deva 1ued
explore the psychclogica1 levelss ascribed to the
deprived of the freedom
other.
■ )
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_ise their true feelingsc
’.omen
- independent and st rone learn to c’isguis
they even underand abilities if
it it is necessary to avoid conflict
achieve at workk or schoc1, in order to maint a in the male vcrs i on of ;/or.ane.?
hood and sc prevent prob 1 ens.
Inevitably, men are ignorant of hew women
7» •
n i s ignorance prevents them
feel and how their behaviour effects women.
from having access to sell -knowledge because the consequences o f their
actions and words are not knc’/n. Sei. knowl edr,•J:e crows when v/e are able to
change and develop cur attitude s and behaviour as a result of learning about
others.
-J

!

Since childhood, v.'cmen have acquired skills of reading signals,
noting cues and responding to the feelings of others and accommodating to
To give in to their
their own needs are put aside to avoid conflict.
them
own neecs ’is■ seen as selfish and so • g*
** iris and women deny their abilities and
i ndepcndence
Their response
to this has been to concentrate on the skills
«
of maintaining relationships.
Soys are encouraged to be independent because they will eventually
go "out into the world" and will need to be strong so that others 1 women
and children’can be dependent upon them.
For some men such responsibilities
creates anxiety, they ptfceive women as a burden and not. an equal.
t’
• •

(/ Alongside the character i sties ascr i bed to men and women are the tasks
which each sex is assigned - v/omen to cook, clean, nurse and care for childen
tasks which actually involve them in nurturing and responding to human growth
and change.
Hov/ever, these most vital and most important of human skills
are relegated to '■women1 and deemed less important and inferior to men's
work.
Although, on a superficial assessment men are taking part in housework
childcare they spend only a fraction of the time women do aod still have the
old attitudes that they are not real or important activities.

The consequences for men and women have been tragic.
Men have for so
long rejected feelings of weakness, vuJ nerab i1i ty and dependence and seen
them as only female characterise that they have not acknowledged them
in themselves.
In order for self-knowledge to crow, feelings need to be
Men have
named and then they can be examined and come to terms with.
denied fuller human experience by ascribing certain areas of human need
as belonging to womens experience.
Also by being cut off from participate
ing equally in Lhe service of ethers - by not being involved in child care
and early education men have a limited understanding of how human beings
grow, change and how to respond to that growth.
However, the womens movement has been reclaiming the character traits
assigned only to men, strength, independence, rationality, and also affirm
ing that womanly feelings of dependence, weakness and emotions are also
within all of us to be valued as natural responses to the problems of
human life, they are essential components of all human experience.
Women have spent a long time trying to understand others - men, children
other women - they have not felt the need to give time over to selfawareness and knowledce
«■> of themselves- this too has hindered their own
emotional and intellectual development.

Women i n the peace movement often say that it was a recognition of their
fears of nuclear weapons and a belief in the worth of giving their fear a
voice that led them to evaluate their role as dependent on other people's
decisions and affirm a desire to become more independent.
i ndependent.
Women 15
fears that the nuclear arms race threatens the future of their children
has led them to cooperate with other women in ration
against militarism.
Ey so doing they have thrown off the traits of weakness and dependence and
valued their own emotions as being a valid motive for action.
At the
Greenham peace camp, the song "We are ’Women ...We are Stronn" expresses
simply a new found strength and a cbal'lenge to the myths of female weak*
ness.
Women have left their vulnerability at none as they confront' the
wi re.

In our male led society it has become evident that the most problematical
concerns of our age, nuclear war, pollution and world hunger have become
womens domain- women are taking on humanity 1 s highest priorities.

Hen when feeling dependent or helpless in the face of social issues or
personal failure often do not try to understand their anxieties or needs
by exploring and sharing them, but ignore them and remain fixed at one
emotional level.
They fear weakness anc cover it up with somtimes over
stressing male characteristi.es of assertiveness and physical strength.
Recently, the miners strike has shown that men facing unemployment
anc social pressures have resorted to violence to express their fears and
anger- faced with police violence they have retaliated violently too. -^/
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Another way of expessi.ng their cause could have been found- the miners
might have followed the example of activists in India, America and South
Africa and used non-violent resistance. The non-violent means would
have led to more understanding of their feelings by others not directly
involved in the strike and the miners might have gained more self-know
ledge about the roots of their own anger.

Conversly,the women at Greenham Common have used traits assigned
to them of gentleness, passivity to good effect. They have let the
policemen move them, imprison them, burn their benders and belongs. The
women have not fought back, not given way to emotion - an understandable
response of anger - but have gained admiration for their courage.
Their power has been one of controlling emotions of being physiaaliy
strong when facing the harships of treacherous weather, the isolation and
the media attacks.
That women admit to feelings of fear, anxiety
and weakness gives them the opportunity to overcome them. To ask men
to admit to their fears and dependence openly and to trust others to help
them is to ask them to forgo their very concept of what it is to be a man.

The Greenham women are seen to threaten the idea of what it is to
be a woman and their strength and courage are protrayed as odd, wierd,
the subject of cruel taunts.
Other women too feel betrayed as if
to aspire to independence would result in conflict at their own hearth
redefinition of ■their role and emotional needs it a painful process and
many people are not really prepared to go through it and the resulting
conflict with family and friends.
For women to follow their own needs and
ideas is often to put them at odds with themselves because their usual
role is to serve others and not to put themselves first.
It -is a
tension women are trying to resolve but entasis conflict which can often
drain womens hopes and energies- often the hardest conflict for women is the
conflict they have with the old image of themselves, the old script
acquired- as a child.
In the midst of this conflict is the need for
other women and now women in the.peace movements and ecological movements
are sharing their anxieties and takings risks together.
Women are showing the way in our dark age - to show that it is essential
for bwe survival of our planet that problems are solved by rational under
standing without resort to violence or the threats of violence.
Let us
hope that if men are able to reclaim the parts of themselves assigned to
women - gentleness, emotions of caring and non-violence they might be able
to join equally with women in working for a safer world.

The Feminist Archive has community programme funding for four
workers (23 hrs. per week). The jobs will last till mid
November 1985• You need to have been signing on for 6 months
(if you are under 25) or one year (over 25) to be eligible.
Please write as soon as possible to:

Feminist Archive,
University of Bath,
Claverton Down,
Bath, Avon BA2 7 AY
<1
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Miners from the Six Bells Colliery, Abertillary were regular
visitors to Westbury and Radstock until the South Wales NUM funds
were frozen about three months ago. They came to try to stop the
movement of coal from the old spoil tips at Radstock to the furnaces
at Westbury cement works. They were not successful. Lorry drivers
ignored their union's directive and crossed the picket line.
When the first dozen men arrived, they had nowhere to stay
and insufficient money for meals. Labour Party and Women’s Peace
Group members offered accommodation, food, presents for their child
ren, badges and discussions. Miners attended CND meetings where
they learned of the medical effects of nuclear war and saw Dr Helen
Caldicott’s video, ’Critical Mass’. They became aware of the links
between nuclear power and nuclear weapons. The nuclear power prog
ramme threatens the jobs of many men living in areas where there is
no other industry except coal mining. It is expensive and dangerous
producing unacceptable bi-products such as radio active waste and
bombs. The psychological effects on a population living under the
threat of nuclear war are somewhat similar to the threat of of long
term unemployment - insecurity, fear, depression with no hope for
the future. Capitalism demands competition and profits before
people. The economies of the world are controlled and distorted by
the arms race. In this country, money spent on Trident is taken
away from education, housing, health,.social services, investment
in industry and overseas aid. Both Labour and Peace movements are
attempting to turn the tide and asking questions about the kind of
society we want to live in and how we can move towards it.
Experience of police tactics at Crgreave were compared to the
women’s experience at Greenham Common. The use of non violent
direct action techniques and the way the media makes use of reports
of violence to obscure tue issues was discussed. Women and miners
deplored the
• way that arrests had been made and people gaoled
for minor offences such as obstruction and trespass. They could
also foresee a time when peace protestors would be prevented from
crossing county boundries freely, as miners had been.
Staying in the homes of some of the Peace Group members had
been a new experience for miners and especially tasteing vegetarian
food. Those of us who have visited Abertillary have been met with
a warm, friendly welcome. We were impressed by their community
spirit and their support for one another. Wives have found a new
role, becoming more active politically,organising marches and
rallies and running a warehouse for the distribution of food and
other items. Their worries over mounting debts to banks and build
ing societies have made them no less determined to support the
strike.
Recently a group of miners accompanied the Lymes Glee Singers
when they gave a concert in Westbury. It was well supported and
they were able to take back food, clothes and money as well as the
knowledge that they have many friends and supporters outside their
own community.
The links which have been made are continuing. Plans are
afoot to provide some gifts for children at Christmas. Not only do
we sympathise on a personal level but we recognise that they have a
legitimate case. Their struggle is linked with ours and if they
are crushed by this government the implications for us all will be
very serious.
2/7
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riAie oppression
Why did I feel it necessary to write this article? Perhaps it is because 1
have two male children, beautiful boys who will grow into beautiful men. as
women, we have become victims of a typically male dominated society, a
mechanistic society which has lost its balance, resulting in the slow
destruction of our planet, however, men are victims too. They have not been
oppressed by women but by society, it may help us to deal with stereotype
masculinity if we understand the symptoms of that oppression.
9

Hen are oppressed in three specific ways. Firstly, they are forced into tne role
of warrior with the expectation that they should be prepared to die for their
country - for liberation. .Secondly, men have been conditioned into believing that
they should go out to work to earn more money than they actually need for
tnemselves - wage workers to support a family. These are two examples of denial
of choice. The third example reinforces the other two. It is the systematic
smashing of emotional release in small male children which in turn interrupts
the essential healing process.
So how does it happen? The very first question asked when a baby is bom is:
"Is it a boy or a girl?". This has nothing to do with the needs of the baby. It
is entirely because tnat adult wishes to treat that baby differently if it is a
boy or a girl. These differences may be very subtle, a slightly softer voice
tone for a girl baby ;r a slightly harder pat on tne back whilst burping a boy
baby, male children ac some point nave to be brutalised in order to train them
to die for their country or to become a wage slave. How often do we hear the
words: "big boys don’t cry.". Tnis is the beginning of their conditioning.

As a little boy grows, he is rapidly given the information that little girls
are second class citizens - they don’t make it - you don’t play with little
girls or their toys. Another piece of information is that boys are bad, naughty,
dirty and although on the surface tnese are bad tnings, they are also tnings
to be proud of. So in one sense boys are not quite human, but in another sense
they are ’better than’ . There are two classe, boys wno make it and girls who
don’t .... but these boys have to be trained to go to war. One possible
theory about how this is achieved is the introduction or creation of another
class of men, boys who are not real men - the cissy. At school, if he’s good at
sport but not good accademically - he’s thick. If he’s intelligent and good
accademically then he is called a super-creep. He is not allowed to be friends
with girls and then suddenly by about tne age of ten tne word ’gay’ creeps into
the vocabulary making friendships with boys difficult too. They become secretly
terrified about being gay. Vocal and physical communication between boys is
cut off. There is no possibility of showing love or affection for another boy.
The only means of communication left open to them is through the guise of
fighting which gives touch a masculine respectability.
Even more confusing is the complete reversal of male versus female attitudes.
Around this time girls become sexual objects. From now on it’s O.K. to become
close to a girl but sex has to come into it. The myth is perpetuated that man is
a wild beast who has to h^ve sex, that the urge within them is so strong it
cannot be denied. Therefore it is impossible to have a relationship with a
girl without sex.
These processes result in boys focusing more and more on work and the mechanistic
world view while allowing girls to retain more easily their humanness, focusing
more on relationships.

ifle, as women, must never settle for anything less than absolutely everything.
Men must recover their ability to feel their emotions - to establish loving
and deep relationships with other men. It is their right and we can try to
understand. For the joint liberation of men and women there must be absolute
unity1.

must ujar5tact
utftK ujar
anol vuao aames?

for peace, not uJa.o
Peace is not war. It is peace and quiet, Like flowers in a
meadow.
Peace is like green grass in the meadow.
The sea is calm and the waves
mentis. The rocks are slippy
and seaweed is on the rocks.
The rookpools have crabs
crabs are pinchy.
Fish are swimming with their fins in
wacer and that is quiet.
Peace is silence.
Some people want war.and it is not silence it is big bombs
dropping on villages making big bangs.
Shooting is war.
Peace is quiet and gentle. . Wool is gencle like peace.
Lots of things are gentle.
Some people love each other.
That is peace - Loving each other.
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By DAN - 5 years.

Anaesthetised Rape
The following extract is from an article in ’World Medicine* 26th
November, 1983’’However much doctors view the vagina as just another orifice, like
an ear or anus, there is no doubt that for the lay person it is an
emotionally charged piece of anatomy. Concern is growing about how
medical students first learn to examine it. Using a paid ’professional
patient’ is now the American Way. Would it be any use here?
•-
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On common-sense grounds, it is quite usual in Britain for Medical
students to make their first fumbling attempts at vaginal examin
ation on an unconcious patient, and the GMC report on basic medical
education shows that students on gynaecology attachments find theatre
sessions valuable for this reason. The vicious circle of mutual
embarrassment is avoided. An initially heavy hand causes no discomfort.
And there is good opportunity for a more experienced colleague to
instruct on detailed technique without seeming to treat the patient
as a piece of meat. Clearly, no conspiracy against patients’ interests
is involved, and doctors only do it this way because they want to
avoid causing unnecessary distress.
Any disquiet about whether it is ethical to teach on a patient
without her explicit consent is stilled by the vital need for students
to be taught, and the fact that pat'ients in the future will benefit
from their learning. A similar argument justifies students practising
difficult invasive procedures like endotracheal intubation (ie. putting
a respirator tube down the windpipe) on a patient who has just failed
resuscitation after cardiac arrest. Besides, in a teaching hospital
the gynaecological patient will already have consented, or at least
not objected, to being examined by medical students in other contexts.
The students involved in the theatre sessions have probably already
clerked her in, and are likely to take part in continuing care. Sven
if the patient might feel unhappily vulnerable at being exposed to
vaginal examination while unconcious, she does not know anything
about it. So where, doctors ask, is the problem?

The difficulty is that patients are likely to see something of an
ethical dilemma. This is partly because of the particular significance
attributed to their reproductive organs, but mostly because they are
in hospital to be treated, and this practice could seem like using
them as a teaching aid. For all that doctors may disagree, Ian Kennedy,
professor of medical law and ethics at King’s College, London, and a
former Reith lecturer, is inclined to see it that way too.

"On one hand you’ve got the desire and need to train people, and on
the other you’ve got a clear invasion of the privacy and integrity
of .the woman. And the latter should be paramount," he says. "Admitt
edly, it can .be said it doesn’t harm her, and at one level it
doesn’t. But what if, for example, she finds out, and feels she’s
been, figuratively raped?"
What would be the position if anyone complained? "At one level the
doctor in charge might well be judged to have acted unethically. He
or she may also have acted illegally because this would be an assault.
If she hadn’t been told, she can’t have consented to it. Consent is
only worthwhile if you know what you’re consenting to."

Professor Kennedy is unimpressed by the idea that in accepting
treatment at a teaching hospital patients explicitly or implicitly
agree to students taking part in their treatment. He says: ’’I’ve
never been persuaded of the teaching hospital argument. I don’t
think you give blanket consent like that. You don’t generally
choose that hospital. You go where you’re sent, and you certainly
don’t abandon all rights
to
privacy
when
you
go
there.
”
'1

But one registrar, with responsibility for teaching, says:
’’Professor Kennedy offers a counsel of perfection in legalistic
terms. If we took everything he said seriously we’d get nothing done.
What would happen if one of Professor Kennedy’s female relations
had a gynaecological emergency and we said ’Sorry, but we can’t
help because no one has stuck a finger up a vagina before’?”
»

The practice of examining women internally while they are unconcious,
without our knowledge or consent, is an offense to our dignity, and
reeks of oppression in its worst form. Should this ’lay person’ ever
find that she has been examined while anaethetised, she would feel
raped.’ There’s no ’figuratively’ about it.

Why have we not been asked for our permission? Because they realise
that many women would not consent - most of us would prefer to know
what was happening to our bodies - and we would prefer not to be
given a ’grope under dope’ merely to spare some medical students
blushes. How would a certain senior teaching registrar feel if he
had been given a rectal examination under anaesthetic without his
consent?
We choose whether a lover should touch us - whether we birth babies
We must have the power to choose whether, when, and how we have a
vaginal examination. Anything less is an insensitive violation,
which disregards our feelings and does indeed treat us like pieces
of meat. Are we going to let them come, like thieves in the night,
and take that which we do not freely give?

(Wdows
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+kwjry ^br ChargeThis new Campaign is about reaching out to many new people , it
is about self-education,publicity and above all, for me, it is about
making the links between the Arms Race and ‘Third World Poverty. At last
the links between Arms spending and starvation are being made public
(see OXFAM’s "The Arms Race Kills” leaflet). Had this Campaign started
two years ago the general public would not have been ready, but I feel
that now is the right time and I feel immense hope that this new project
will expand and involve and educate on a very wide scale.
It has, it is true, coincided with the Ethiopian famine which has
touched so many people and motivated them into action, but the Campaign
not only dwells upon Africa, but informs us about poverty in such
countries as Brazil, India and Peru, it gives food facts about E.E.C.
destruction of food policy, it talks of cash cropping, of prime land
being used for exported goods, of.the banning of the sale of peanuts in
Guinea Bissan, thus enabling the maximum amount to be exported whilst
children lose their main source of protein. The Campaign also urges people
to lobby M.P.’s, M.S.P.’s, County Councils, Unions, the Press and the Churehes

Hungry for Change will involve people in all societies and at all
levels. It will prove that a £5 donation will not make the problem go away,
but that the problem is becoming larger, and need continuing help for years.
In a time when we have the technology, the resources and the food
but not the political will for fairer distribution,then there is need for
change and change come s from the grass roots population.
•
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create that change. People, through being
different systems are unfair and
to be a box"ter way of distributing food and other
•
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resources.

Remember
only through pressure from the general public that
made this Government eventually relent and send emergency Aid to Ethiopia
The Thatcher government was shamed into its action largely because OXFAM
had to buy its emergency grain for Ethiopia on the open market and at a
very high price.
The chance is here let us all grasp it and begin to put an end to
injustice and starvation.

Further information:

Hungry for Change, OXFAM, 27^ Banbury Road, Oxford.
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Dear Michael,

How are you? I’m going to tell you how I am. If only you could
feel my feeling’s, be on the inside of my head, watching me think, and
with such clarity, it’would surprise you.

Well, this is the first year of my new found life, and freedom.
Have you, like me, been counting the months? I wonder?
I was told, and by a great number of people, that the first few
month’s would be hard., and fairly miserable, getting myself adjusted to a
new way of life, and completely new routine. Quite honestly, I can’t
wipe the grin from my face.

I half expect to wake up every morning feeling awful, and down in
the mouth, just waiting for cronic depression to set in. It’s been month’s
Michael, and it just isn’t happening.
All of the misery that was my share as a woman, must have been
sewn up in our ten years together, in fact there just doesn’t seem
anything left to shed one solitary tear over.
You not being with me, is like a big black cloud miraculously
lifted from above my head, it’s been replaced by continual sunshine.

I don’t sigh, turn over, and lay in bed anymore, there is so
much to get up for. I don’t shout at the children, they stare at me,
their youthful eyes sparkle with both Pleasure and amazement.
is to at last feel
like a woman, and. not a retreiver dog, picking up vcur shit all day long,
month after month, year in and year out. If I never se e another pair of
Y fronts again, it’ll be too soon.
you.

I had to hide a smile yesterday, I asked the girls if they missed
Michael you’ll love their answer,

"Isn’t it typical of Dad to go before he had mended the hamsters
cage." So you see dear, it didn’t go unnoticed by them, I should thin!:
that even holidays with you seem a remote possibility just now.
You can forget about coming for the remainder of your things, I
gave up waiting, they now lay on the top of the town tip.

Your tool box fetched enough at the local auction, to pay for two
school trips, and a turkey dinner for easter. We weren’t allowed to have
turkey, were we? You didn’t like the smell of it being cooked. I bought
a fourteen pounder, it lasted for days.

We had the smartest guy in the neighbourhood november past, he went
up beautifully in your pin-stripe suit. You know the one dear, the one I
did without for, and you never stopped criticising.

The children have their friends in a lot of the time now, I
converted your workroom into a playroom for them.
The house echoes with their laughter, It's about time isn’t it?
They are growing up Michael, you really don’t know what you-are missing

I heard that there was another woman on the scene, are you
thinking of marriage again, please give the poor woman in question my
deepest .ind most profound sympathy. Does she do your eggs, sunny side
I do hope she recovers in time to shank hard about what she’s doing.
3v
’
way, I had my wearing ring
ouId I say our's) melted
V the
down a few days
•icesn'o seem oo
ena to the excitement.
I
•* r
intended so have
melted down for June’s
birthday, my heart turned
over when I though z of a
be massed onto her. I
t na r,
sold the lump of gold tc :he jeweller instead, bought June a pendant, and
had some change• Seme price for your slave, eh Michael?
•
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There are so many pleasant things that have crept into my life, on
your departure, far toe many to list , but I want you to know that I’m not
bored and eating my hears out. Most of all, the very most important of
things, is the reclaiming of my inte lligence, and thinking processes, Yes,
they were always the zee Michael,
they wera sapped by you along with my
confidence.

Bet this will surprise
job, as well as Mothering, with
too, twice in seven months.
I
full respect that I have always
trouser’s incidentlv .
V

you, I also hold down another full time
an advertising agency. I’ve been promoted
have a male boss, who treats me with the
deserved as a person. (Got the job wearing

/

The children and me made a new cage for the hampster yesterday, it
looks a treat,pier:y of room for Percy to ran around now. I use tea bags tcc,
and we eat out of tins new and then for convenience. The house stinks of
the junk food that you hated, and me and the children love. We are all going
camping too this year, sold your briefcase dear, for the deposit on the tent.
The house is terribly untidy most of the time, can’t remember when
I made the beds last, on a regular basis0 I know this must be just a
rebelious phase that I am going through, but it aint arf fun Michael... I
can’t emphasis how much I appreciate you finally legging it.
four thirty ana eight o’clock, we eat
Tea time
just when vre want to , nothing to order anymore, the washing is piling up both
sides of the basket in the bathroom, I iron very little and nothing with
collars and cuffs. The television was the first thing to go, It’s so
peaceful without you.
I lay in bed some nights unable to sleep, just waiting for the time
when you would have come staggering in, I take a good long look at the clock,
smile to myself, then turn over and drift off into a very contented sleep.

It's great tc be alive, flushed my valium down the toilet, months
ago, I don't need them anymore, I never feel on edge these days, how about
your Michael ?
Everyone I meet, anywhere I go, stop to talk to me, it's the energy
raid zest I now have for life, it’s quite contagious, people catch on fast
to happiness.

It’s so good to be without you.
I've made lots of nevi friends, they call on me most days, the house
is like Trafalgar Square at ne year's eve, the door is never closed. I'm
not afraid now of making people feel welcome, (well, of your reaction).

The telephone number is x directory, so even if you tried, you
couldn't get through to annoy me.

June’s rash is almost gone, it was emotional after all, Sally and
Lisa don’t wheeze either. I didn’t think that being a one-parent family
could be so wonderfully relaxing, and so much fun.

The girl’s latest school reports, left me speechless, and exilerated.
I couldn’t help but read them over and over again. Nothing but praise and
encouragement from every teacher, showing clearly how much more settled they are.
*

No more fretfull nights listening to us rowing, confusing mornings
when they woke up to find me sleeping on the settee, no more having to face
the neighbours with a different excuse every week for the marks on my face.

I don’t hate you Michael, in fact I feel rather sorry for you. I’m
also elated that I’ve been given a chance to prove to myself that I can
manage without you, and manage damn well. Deep inside, I always knew that
I could, but after years of listening to you telling me how hopeless and
helpless I was, I almost began to believe it.

Freedom came just in time, Michael,

Thank you.

I wonder what you are doing today,-Michael, I half expected a card
from you, did you forget? Or was it that you remembered?
No matter, I’ve spent a lot of birthdays lonely in some capacity or other.

The sun is streaming in from all windows Michael.

The first day of Spring.

that I will ever have,
I watched the dawn break this morning, do you know what fascinated me the
most? Those little silver drops of dew, the way shey hung in there refusing
to move from the blades of grass outside the window, so very loyal, rather
like me, with you all those years.

Now it’s over Michael.
I think I may walk down to the river this morning, stretch out somewhere
secluded along the bank, I’ll take off my shoes and socks, roll my troursers
up to my knees, and dip my toes into the cool, clear water, The sun will be
warm on my face, I’ll shade my eyes now and then, and watch the ripples that
the insects make on the rainbow surface•

It’s great to be alive, Michael.

I’ll meet the children from school with a picnic, they would like it
down by the river, they really have found a taste for freedom.
I just wish that I could tell you all of this, write it down on
paper, and post it to you, they won’t give me a pen or pencil in here, they
have the strangest notion, that I may harm myself . They do say though,
that I might be well enough to come home for a weekend soon.

Kill you come down for me, Michael? I promise I’ll be very good,
and take all my pills, tell them, Michael, they’ll believe you.

Love Lucy.
X

Jill’s book ’Happy as a Dead Cat’ is published by Vomens Press.
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Dear WFLOS,
The articles in the last issue
distort many of the problems at
Greenham. Some pieces express
feelings prevalent at particular
fires where my kind are not welcome,
though we may be tolerated in the
name of good public image.
Feminism
was referred to yet feminist practices
such as not interrupting women who
are speaking, and sharing information
resources are not practised at
Greenham nor is there even theoretical
agreement that they snould be.
The
camp is not feminist regardless of what
the papers say, and being a women’s
community does not make it so.
Nor
have the writers by personal example
provided role models or good examples
of commitment to non-violenL behaviour
in the face of petty frustrations and
the upsetting trivia- of daily life at
the camp.
The resentment they feel
masked in the magazine by their hypo critical generalisations and
vague insinuations has poisoned
the atmosphere in the same
way as nuclear radiation.
The idea we can save the world
without radically
changing
ourselves and the way we relate
to one another reflects the
bourgeois blinkeredness at the
Greenham Common peace camp and
the peace movement.

Yours in struggle

- Jean Freer

FLOE,
I 1 d like to add my voic°
to the debate about computers
I feel most strongly that we
shou1d have nothing to do with
them.
I find it really sad the
wa y some sisters are looking
at this form
f
of techncloov/ as i
were
a bright new toy we can put to
our use, and failing to see
why this
geld nor
to higher
1
• 1
I
learn wisdom by th i nk i ng and understanding what all the implications
of computers are by locking at
what bias al readv/ hactenec
or else
r;
the hard way involves hui •an suffer
in s - by us inc then a n c ~ / wha t
they< brine.
w
It is all the more sad that
we have the potential to be the .
wise women in this age and yet I
know of feminists who help /African
countries solve their economic
problems by the use of computers
This is another form of colonialism
and takes away peop1e1spower to
govern themselves.
my guiding Divine teach inc
has been "It is not possible that
a flute should play at once two
tunes - nor may any maid pursue at
once true wisdom and false.
I understand women would want
to see the good in everything but
not at the expense of being
blind to the evil that has already
come about through the use of
computers.
Dear

* -

i

Olga Lotar - Coventry.

Scar V.'FLOE

Dear VFLCE

I am a 1 5 ye<3 r c i c girl
from Hew Zealand, and for a while
now I have felt a crowing concern
about the nuclear threat and findmyself getting more and more
frightened and panicky, I really
cant understand how these people
in power, who I always thought were
helping to make this world a better
place are really in fact planning
the total annilii 1 iaticn of everything
we have ever known or loved.
This is a poem written
by myself about what I think peofle
wi 1 1 fee 1 when it is too late.

Your newsletters
are an unusual mix of
feminism, symbolism and
earth worship and witch
craft, as well as politics
personal anc otherwise
which appeal to many facets
of my beliefs and understand
ing of the world.
It is rea 1 1 y c-ood
to know that the web gets
larger and stronger day
by day as we each weave our
own threads into to it.

Reep up ^ood work
Harjcrfe Lee. Turley,Surrey.

I s i t wa i t i nc
J'.y outsides burnt and dying
cut inside, I still
think, I still
the tines when greed and
power never affected my
narrow content life
but now it is toe late
I realise r.ow how wrong
we were
w'

Skinless corpses lie about
me now,
Red and crotescue-.
Cries from the victims
now understanding what
it was all about.
Now \;e know, now we
understand what the
m i no r i ty wc re f i c ht i n-for.
’be ci ent believe
V’e pushed then aside
I anoring
*•*
*•* what was be inc
•*
screamed at us
Until we came face to face
wi th destruct ion.
I

i.c i ng none i n the
coach from. the Ecology Party
Conference I wa s thinking
of the many friends the re
1 would not see for another
six months, and of the :'.o«losworth Srecn Vi11 age, the
2 reenhan women, and the
cor ing w inter and so cn..
C
I i—
ano
I re•fleeted upon the
suooen, extra,
c > attunement wc
’ observed when the debate
on the nc •me chanr e was c :6tti
ett i n<a little fraught.
•

ct
■W7 J

V.

I

'.•* Il

r

r o *
» I < - w»

.'.n iuea nit me.. how we
cou 1 d ell keep- in touch
a 1thoug h physically out cf
r
touch..
t S' ’o’clock each.
~crnin~ I shall th ini; specifi co. 1 1 y or a 1 1 r.-.y C.reen friends
for 1 m i nutc
semet imes i nd iv i d u a 1 s sor.et i mes trie peace
—* c I IC. IxC c start to: orro*-.- morni ng Cl t C. am.
i

------ x

V* u < I . I i ?
I

J. • Vz V*

•

From a dedicated supporter,

Andrea ’.'i Ilians,
Have lock, i'ert? ,kew

w*

-

Cynthia ' arth,Essex.
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REGIONAL

CONTACTS
ITALY

AUSTRALIA

USA
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General enqui ries:

'/or'
LIFE
on

2 Bramshill Gardens,
London, NV?5 1JH

Tel: 01 272 3W

EARTH
If you wouId like to support the network and
you have a choice of the following:

Annual membership: £10 for groups and organisations

£5 for individuals
£3.00 unwaged and pensioners
OR pledge to sell five copies of each issue

\_

of the newsletter instead of paying a sub
______ . ______
----

I

Twenty - <SeVen Hours
How quickly my life was turned unside down
by losing my ’liberty’ in the name of ’Justice*,
wrongfully arrested, falsely imprisoned,
I faced hostile police who’d heard it all before
of innocent people who later they proved ’guilty* o
Naive in my innocence that they would
eventually realise it could not have been me!
But left in a cell so cold and unfriendly,
forgotten, alone, unprepared for the damage.
My faith in justice shattered by their bribes,
insinuations, threats and abuse.
’But I’m innocent’ is not what they want to hear.
How much torture can they put upon our innocent?
Alone for hours, not knowing how many hours went by,
my mind took some battering, I even thought I was guilty,
as their powerful play took over my very soul.
Released on bail but too weak to protest,
I just want to be home safe 0..
...my illusions of safe are shattered now,
my family feel threatened, used and abused.
I’m prepared now for anything,
but too scared to use this.
When will the pain go away?
’But I’m innocent’?

order
chaos
-an aUeyovy

Efchiwy by JE Terne

